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Amelia’s brave fundraising
I decided to shave my head for charity because cancer affects a lot of people including my Granny
and Aunties. Macmillan cancer support has helped my family in the past so I wanted to give back
to them. I also donated my hair to the little princess trust who makes wigs for people with cancer.
I've raised over £1100 so far which I am delighted about, so thank you to the people who donated.
❤️

Happy Ramadan to all Towerbank families beginning
Ramadan today

Drew in P1 has shared some photos of his learning at home.

Estelle was part of a virtual concert last weekend which was shown live on Saturday evening and
has now been watched by over 12,000 people. She spent hours rehearsing all her routines using
Zoom. She really enjoyed it and enjoyed seeing the end result on Saturday.
Here are some screen shots from the live concert.

Joseph (P5) helping mum to take care of the plants
for the sensory planters in the school playground. .
These are the new plants bought for the sensory
planters that we were unable to transfer before the
school closed. Joseph has helped to repot them all
and water them daily

Mrs Mooney has been enjoying her daily walk with her dog on the unusually empty beach,
especially at low tide.

This it what I’ve been doing during lockdown.
Its latch hook & was part my mother in laws
80th birthday present two years past Dec!
Unfortunately by then I’d only completed half
of it so a challenge for myself was to finish it
and this was achieved this morning. Mrs
Young

Holden is so proud and excited to have
learned to ride his bicycle with pedals during
Easter break. Holden wanted to share his
message: "I'm happy I like it! Thank you
Daddy Rob for helping me. I love everyone
in P2A and at Towerbank, I miss you."

Ava (P1 – P1/2) was delighted to receive her very first Blue
Peter Badge . She received a green badge for ‘ all the work she
put in to her Reduce, Reuse and Recycle’ poster to encourage
this. As well as her badge she got a letter from Ellen Evans the
Editor and she gets free entry into over 200 attractions in the UK
including Edinburgh Zoo. Here she is very proud with her letter
and badge!

A couple of the girls in P3B had their birthdays this week and were obviously disappointed to not
be able to spend it with their friends. So the parents of P3B got the kids to sing Happy Birthday to
Annabel and Lucia, and put them together in a video for each.
The girls were delighted!

https://youtu.be/ZdqDPhE_q9k
https://youtu.be/4XpKkA0KaNU
Lyrid Meteor Shower
"We were looking for meteors and stayed up until
10pm." Rosie, P1
"We might have seen one" Issi, P4

Rebecca Spillane suggested this poem was added to the newsletter.
The Rainbow Children 🌈❤️
The history books will talk of now,
That time the world stood still.
When every family stayed at home,
Waved out from windowsillsAt those they loved but could not hold,
Because they loved them so.
Yet, whilst they did they noticed all the flowers start to grow.
The sun came out, they can recall,
And windows, rainbows filled.
They kicked a football in their yards,
Until the night drew in.
They walked each day but not too close,
That time the world stood still.
When people walked straight down the roads,
That once the cars did fill.
They saw that people became ill,
They knew the world was scared.
But whilst the world stood still they saw,
How much the whole world cared.
They clapped on Thursdays from their doors,
They cheered for the brave.
For people who would risk their lives,
So others could be saved.
The schools closed down, they missed their friends,
They missed their teachers so.
Their Mams and Dads helped with their work,
They helped their minds to grow.
The parents used to worry that,
As schools were put on hold,
Their children wouldn’t have the tools,
They’d need as they grew old.
But history books will talk of them,
Now adults, fully grown.
Those little boys and girls back then,
The ones who stayed at home.
They’ll tell you that they fixed this world,
Of all they would fulfill.
The RAINBOW children building dreams,
They’d dreamed whilst time stood still 🌈
Gemma Peacock

Mrs Benson and her son followed a YouTube video on
how to make a face mask using a T-shirt and no sewing
- we think we look a bit like gangsters! They are actually
very comfortable as they don't have elastic around your
ears.

Hello everyone. I’ve been staying safe at home,
making sure my three big children are ok and
using my sewing machine to make scrubs,
scrubs bags and masks for NHS workers and
carers out of old duvet covers and pillow cases.
Mrs Udell

